
ALCOHOL TOBACCO AND FIREARMS INSPECTOR
RESUME

Summary:
More than twenty years of experience in crime investigations involving alcohol, drugs and tobacco, firearms and
weapons; track record in peace and order maintenance and law enforcement; very courageous and idealistic; has a
sound mind and body fit to perform physically strenuous activities, rigorous trainings and encounters; can work irregular
hours, survive under unfavorable environmental conditions and limited resources; can handle extensive travel tedious
shifts

Professional Experience:

Special Senior Agent-in-ChargeJanuary 2007 – present
Central Government Bureau of Miami, Gainesville, FL

Responsibilities:
Patrolled and controlled proliferation of drugs, illegal tobacco and violent crimes in the area.
Conducted regulation checks and monitored release and licensing of firearms and explosives in the area.
Investigated crimes related firearms trafficking in compliance to the local and country Federal Laws.
Handled surveillance and undercover special operations.
Investigated scene busts and arrested violators in coordination with local, state and federal law enforcement
agencies throughout the Caribbean and the state of South Florida.
Provided sufficient details for court case requirements.
Compiled historical lists and database of violators and suspects, as well as data on current projects.

Assistant Special Agent-in-ChargeMay 2004– January 2007
Central Government Bureau of Miami (Tobacco, Alcohol and Firearms Division), Gainesville, FL

Responsibilities:
Reported and worked directly with the Senior Special Agent In-charge of the Miami Field Division segment of the
bureau.
Handled inspections, monitored suspect leads and enforced trials and arrests to violators of laws on firearms,
explosives, tobacco, firearms, drugs, arson and alcohol.
Closely patrolled the premises where special projects commence.
Obtained search warrant clearances and executed search warrants and arrests.
Detained suspects, interviewed witnesses and followed leads linking to crimes.
Documented, encoded and analyzed criminal cases and reports.
Provided public testimonies and testified for the local and state government in grand juries.

Deputy SheriffFebruary 1999 – May 2004
Madison County, Jackson, TN

Responsibilities:
Patrolled and controlled proliferation of drugs, illegal tobacco and violent crimes in the area.
Conducted regulation checks and monitored release and licensing of firearms and explosives in the area.
Investigated crimes related firearms trafficking in compliance to the local and country Federal Laws.
Handled surveillance and undercover special operations.
Investigated scene busts and arrested violators in coordination with local, state and federal law enforcement
agencies throughout the Caribbean and the state of South Florida.
Provided sufficient details for court case requirements.
Compiled historical lists and database of violators and suspects, as well as data on current projects.

Assistant Special Agent-in-ChargeMay 2004– January 2007
Central Government Bureau of Miami (Tobacco, Alcohol and Firearms Division), Gainesville, FL

Education:

Treasury Enforcement Agent (TEA) Examination, Passer, 2000
Bachelor of Science in Government and Public Administration, Major in Criminology,
University of Minnesota, MN, 1999

Skills/Certifications:



Leadership and tactical skills
Normal peripheral vision and depth perception
Excellent physical and mental form and fitness level
Organizational and motivational communication skills
Keep on detail and highly organized
Shooting and car chase skills
In-depth training in plant taxonomy, drug paraphernalia, drug and alcohol equipment detectors, and metal-detection
sensors and technologies

Associations/Organizations:
Tennessee Law Enforcement Training Officers Association, Member
Pi Sigma Alpha of Middle Tennessee State University, Member
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